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Abstract. Finite-spin systems with ferromagnetic, finite range interactions are
considered. Using Ruelle's theorem on zeros of polynomials contracted
according to Asano, analyticity of pressure and correlation functions is proved.
A description of all translation invariant equilibrium states at low temperatures
for a large class of systems is given.

Introduction

We develop here further the technique of [13,14]. In combination with the results
of [6] it allows us to complete a picture of classical spin systems with ferromagnetic
interactions at low temperatures.

If J is any finite range ferromagnetic interaction one associates with it a
family 9I(J) of functions on the configuration space and proves that for low
enough temperatures all translation invariant equilibrium states agree on elements
of this family.

Furthermore, the symmetriy group 9> is introduced. It acts on the configura-
tion space of the system by flipping spins at lattice sites in such a way that leaves
the energy invariant. Let, for G e ^ , ρ j be the (equilibrium) state/κ>ρ + (/°G),1

and for any probability measure μon ̂  let

The group Sf(J) and the family 2Ϊ(J) are closely related: the closed linear span
of 2ί(J) consists exactly of all ^-invariant functions. From the uniqueness on
9ί(J) we weduce - this is our main result - that for any ferromagnetic spin system
with finite range interaction all ̂ -invariant equilibrium states at low enough
temperature have the integral representation (0.1).

The representation is made unique by intergrating over SPjS?+ instead of Sf
where ^ + is the isotropy subgroup of ρ + . TLy acts on ^ / ^ + in a natural way, and
ρμ is Zv-invariant iff μ is, ρμ is ergodic iff μ is. Thus the description of all invariant
equilibrium states at low temperatures is reduced, in a sense, to finding

* Research supported in part by AFOSR F 44620 71-C-0108 and by US NSF Grant GP 39048.
1 ρ+ is the equilibrium state defined by fixing the maximal spin outside A and letting A Sao, Section
2.1.
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and to describing Zv-ergodic measures on this group; we consider this problem
in Section 5.

Most of the results of this paper are obtained by first reducing to the spin \ case
by a method due to Griffiths. Then the analyticity of pressure, needed in the proof
of uniqueness on 2ί(J), is demonstrated using Ruelle's theorem on zeros of poly-
nomials contracted according to Asano; and in an unpublished proof of the
results of [6], which are used in Section 5 in a discussion of ^ / ^ + , an extension
of Peierls' argument is employed.

In applying the Asano contraction method to the problems of the present
paper we make extensive use of the connection between the Asano decomposition
and a decomposition property of a group appearing in High Temperature Ex-
pansion; this connection was noticed earlier [13]. The decomposition property
of the group - Theorem 3.5 below - is the single most difficult result needed here.
In full generality, as used in this paper, we owe this decomposition theorem to
Holsztyήski [5]; we proved it for a class of systems in [13].

In more detail, the content of the present paper is as follows. Section 1: de-
finitions and properties of equilibrium states, Griffiths' representation of systems
of arbitrary spin in terms of spin | systems and some inequalities. Section 2:
definition and properties of the state ρ+, the symmetry group 5^, the subgroup
y + , the integral representation. Section 3: Low Temperature Expansion, the
groups Γ and Jf, Ruelle's theorem on Asano contractions, Asano contractions
and a decomposition property of Jf, Holsztyhski's theorem. Section 4: analyticity
properties of pressure, the analyticity and uniqueness theorem, zero-temperature
limit of the entropy and states. Section 5: determination of ergodic equilibrium
states in a number of cases, theorem on Sf/Sf+ for systems in Έ\ criterion of the
finiteness of the number of ergodic equilibrium states at low temperatures,
factorizable systems. Section 6: remarks.

A number of papers on application of Asano contractions technique through
Ruelle's theorem is listed in [13] 2 ; cf. also [20,21,22]. For references to papers
on Low and High Temperature Expansions we refer to [13,14]. An Ising model
version of [13, Lemma 6] appeared in [23].

As noted in [13 Sec. 4.10] most of the results admit a generalization to systems
with interactions dominated by their ferromagnetic part; we omit here the precise
formulation.

1. Equilibrium States

ί.ί. Let m be a positive integer and let 1L be a denumerable set. A configuration

of spin — classical system on IL is a function from 1L to {— m, — m + 2,..., m — 2, m}.

The set

we write sometimes 3£^, of all configurations is made into a compact separable
space by the product topology. sa, aeJL, will denote the function on ΘC which to
each configuration assigns its value at the point a.

2 See especially [15,10]. For finite systems the contour homomorphism γ and the group
introduced in [10].
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A multiplicity function (m.f.), [4], is a function from IL to {0,1, 2,...}, zero at
almost all points. For a m.f. A we define

and

lαesuρρ(yl)

When ra= 1 we write σfl instead of sa. A m.f. A is called even if A(a) is an even
number for all aesupp(A). The addition of m.f.'s is defined pointwise:

so that

SΛ.' SB — SA + B

An interaction, say J, is a real valued function on the set of m.f.'s such that for
any aeJL

ΣB : a esuPp(B)m'B ' |J(β)|<co. (1.1)

The support of J is denoted by g§, or 3S{J\ and its elements are called bonds.
Interactions form a vector space over 1R.

Let A be a finite subset of IL. The Gibbs state in A corresponding to a con-
figuration Yin ILVI, to an interaction J and to a temperature β~x ascribes to a
configuration X on A the probability

ρ S P f M Z S Γ 1 exp Σ uppODnΛ*. K(S)s5(X, 7) (1.2)

where K(B) = βJ(B),

Y Σ Σ Y)
and X, Yis the configuration in IL equal to X in Λ. and to Yin ILVL

Let 91 be the C*-algebra of complex continuous functions on 3C and let S&Λ

be the subalgebra of the functions depending on the restrictions of configurations
to A only; S&Λ will be identified with ^{βCA\

A probability measure on 3C, or, equivalently, a state of 9ί is called an equi-
librium state (corresponding to K) if when restricted to SΆΛ, A finite, it is a combina-
tion of the states {QΎ

Λ}Y\

Q{f)=UYA(f)QA(dY), feSΆA, (1.3)

where ρΛ is a measure on $£^\ Λ.
The set of all equilibrium states is dentoed by A; we write Δκ or ΔJβ when

discussing the dependence of A on the interaction and β. A is a compact separable
space when equipped with the ω*-topology, which in our case is defined by the
family of functions ρ^*ρ(sA), A running through the set of all m.f.'s.3 A is a Choquet

3 In fact any sA is a linear combination of sA, with supp(/l')Csupp(/4) and Ά'(a)f^m [4, footnote 8]
but we will not use this reduction.
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simplex, i.e. for each ρeΔ there exists (unique) measure carried by the set ${Δ) of the
extremal points of Δ with the resultant ρ.4

1.2. ΊL will be called a (v-dimensional) lattice if it is a discrete Έv invariant
subset of IRΛ Since the injection ofIL in Rv will be of no importance in what follows
we could define a lattice as a free Zv-space with a finite number of orbits. We write
a + x or τx(a) for the translate of aeΊL by xeΈv.

The set of translation invariant equilibrium states is denoted by Δ1'^1 is
also a Choquet simplex. Considering the induced action of Έ on the set of m.f.'s
we call a subfamily ^ 0 of 3 fundamental if each bond is congruent with exactly
one element of ^ 0 . Similarly one defines a fundamental subset for any Zv-space,
as for instance 1L.

Let the interaction be translation invariant and let

The pressure

p(K)= lim — log ZΛ

yl-oo I 7 1 !

exists and is a convex function of K; here the limit is understood in the Van Hove
sense.5

For any translation invariant state ρ the mean energy

li (
 Σ

is equal to -ρ(ΣBe@0K(B)sB) where J*o is any fundamental family of bonds.
A translation invariant state on 21 is a translation invariant equilibrium state if
and only if

where s(ρ) is the entropy of the state ρ [8].

1.3. Proposition. Let Abe a m.fi and let the interaction KA be defined by

1 if B is a translate of A
KA(B)= . Λ

\0 otherwise.

If the function λ-+p(K + λKA) is differentiate at zero then ρ(sA) has the same value
for all ρeΔ*κ and

Q(sA)=—

One can prove this proposition as indicated in [13, Section 1.4]. Another
proof, which yields corresponding result also for quantum lattice systems can
be based on [19]. Still another, a more direct one, will presumably appear in [7].

4 We refer to [1], [8] for the notion and properties of equilibrium states.
5 The usual definition of the Van Hove limit ([11], Section 2.1), and the theorem on the convergence
of pressure and entropy generalizes easily to our case. In fact we will use very regular nets only (Theorem
4.5).
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1.4. Our results for arbitrary spin are obtained through Griffiths' representa-
tion by spin \ systems:

For any set IL define

ILm=ILx{l, . . . ,m},^ m ={l, -1} L "\

and for any m.f. B on IL

Let A be a finite set and let K be an interaction of a spin — system in A. It

σBm is a function on 9£m.

Let A be a finite set

was shown in [4] that the partition function

Z=YjX^Λ^VYjBK{B)sB(X)

is equal to

Σxe^exp[ΣB K(B)σBm+ £ a e y l £ % = 1 * , > „ .

with suitably chosen Kr s; a possible choice is

XΓfS = i l o g ( r + l ) if 5 = r + l , r = l , . . . , m - l (1.5)

0 otherwise.

Similarly, for the (magnetic) correlation functions

one has the formula

ρ(sA) = Z~X ΣXe,^

If the original interaction is ferromagnetic, the resulting spin \ system is ferro-
magnetic too.

From (1.6) and corresponding inequalities for spin \ systems, it follows, [4, 3],
that if K{B)^0 then for all m.f.'s A, B

If K' is any interaction such that \K'(A)\^K(A) for any m.f. A then the Gibbs
state Q' corresponding to K' is majorized by the one corresponding to K in the
sense that

This follows from the corresponding inequality for spin \ systems [14, Formula

Here and in what follows it is assumed that ΣSuPP(B)ea m^\K{B)\ < oo.
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We will need later also the following generalization of the inequality (4.19)
of [4]: For a ferromagnetic interaction K define two interactions of spin \ system
on A by

and

where m is equal to — for even m, and —-— for odd m. Then

) (1.9)

here A is the characteristic function of {aeA:A(a) is odd} and ρ&ρg are the
Gibbs states of spin \ systems on A with interactions K, K.

Inequality (1.9) can be slightly sharpened but it is strong enough to yield our
results on the low temperature behaviour.

2. The State ρ+ and the Integral Representation

In this section we consider spin — systems on a denumerable set IL with a ferro-

magnetic interaction satisfying the condition (1.1).

2.1. It is easy to see that the state ρ\ fits into the framework of Section 1.4
with an interaction Kγ in A depending on the configuration Y outside of A. If
ρA corresponds to Yα = m, αeEJVl, and K+ is the corresponding inter action
then for any configuration Foutside of A and any m.f. B in A

\Kγ(B)\ίK+(B).

Therefore, by (1.8),

Qt(sA)ZQr

Λ(sA),VY,A, (2.1)

and by the definition of equilibrium state

(2.2)

for any m.f. A in A.
From (2.1), (2.2), and (1.7) one deduces (like, for instance, in [14]) that QA(SΛ)

converges as A-+co and that the limits define an equilibrium state, denoted ρ + ,
with the following properties:

4 (2.3)

and

VA,B. (2.4)

It follows from (2.3) (cf. [14]) that ρ+ is an extremal equilibrium state and that
it is invariant under any transformation of IL leaving the interaction invariant.

2.2. The Symmetry Group. We define an action of the compact, separable,
abelian group

» = { ! , - 1 } L
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on the space SC of configurations: if G = {Ga)ae]Le(£ and X = (Xa)aeJLe!%' then

G is flipping the a-th coordinate of the configuration if Ga= — 1. Obviously, the
mapping ^ x 3£3(G, X)->GXeS£ is continuous.

The dual group to ̂  will be identified with ^(IL) (equipped with the discrete
topology)7: the character σA of ̂  corresponding to Aeέ?f(\L) is defined by

σA(G)=UaeAGa. (2.5)

If A is a.m.f. then we define an element A of ^f(JL).

A = {aeL:A(a) is odd}, (2.6)

and if 3 is a family of m.f.'s then ^ will denote the subgroup of ̂ f(JL) generated
by {B:Be&}; this notation agrees with that employed in [14] in the spin \ case.
We note that for any m.f. A and any G e ^

sAoG = σΛ(G)sA. (2.7)

For any state ρ of 21 (i.e. any probability measure on ΘC) we denote by ρG the
state

by (2.7)

) . (2.8)

The mapping Gκ>ρG is continuous when the set of states is equipped with the
ω*-topology.

The symmetry group ^ of the system:

(2.9)

is a closed subgroup of ̂  and therefore compact. By (2.7),

y = {Ge$\σB(G)=l\/Be@}. (2.10)

For Ge%, AOL and for Ye%A let {GY)a = GaYa, aeA. If

then, as is not hard to see,

for any Ge9". Hence if is leaving invariant the set Δκ of equilibrium states. Since
the mapping ρ^>ρG preserves convex combinations ρG is an extremal equilibrium
state if ρ is.

7 For any set IL, ̂ (IL) denotes the (abelian) group of all subsets of 1L with symmetric difference of
sets as the group operation. ^/0L) is the subgroup of all finite subsets of IL.
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For a probability measure μ on 9 we define

ρμ=\ρ+Gμ{dG) (2.11)8

(2.8) yields

Qμ(sA) = μ(σA)ρ + (sA). (2.12)

Let 5^+ be the isotropy subgroup of ρ + :

+ = ρ + }. (2.13)

The function Gπ>ρ^ is constant on y + -cosets. Therefore the integral in (2.11)
can be transformed into an integral over 9/9 + or, equivalently, into an integral
over ίf with respect to a ίf + -invariant measure. [G]->ρ[k] will denote the function
on Sfjϊf^ corresponding to Gh->ρJ; by the definition of 9? + ,[_G]^Q[G] is an
injective mapping. We write

(2.14)

for the integral over 9 J9 + that corresponds to (2.11).
Let

By (2.4), ^ + _is_an additive family of m.f.'s. Therefore, the image of &+ in ^f(ίL)
is the group &+A\ is not hard to deduce from (1.9) (cf. [14], inequality (6c)) that
@+ D0g. Hence ^ + D J . We also note that by (2.7) and (2.8)

(2.15)

If the interaction is invariant under a group of tranformations of IL then 9, ρ +

and therefore also £f+ are invariant under this group. Thus we can consider the
action of the group on

Let

(sA) = ρ + (sA) if Ae J } . (2.16)

Obviously, Δ + is a convex and closed subset of zJ, and all states ρμ are in Δ + .

2.3. Theorem. All elements of Δ+ are of the form (2.14). Γ/zβ mapping μ^ρμ

from probability measures on ^/6f+ to equilibrium states is one-to-one, and (2.14)
gives the decomposition of ρμ into extremal elements of Δ. In case the interaction
is invariant under a group of transformations oflL,μ is invariant if and only if ρμ

is invariant and μ is ergodic if and only if ρμ is.
For a proof we refer to [14].

2.4. Sometimes it is more convenient to deal with the groups J*+ and $
than with 6f+ and 9*. Then the following identification is useful.

^ (2.17)

8 The integral here is taken in the weak sense, i.e. ρμ is the state f^^ρG{f)μ(dG) which is well defined

by the continuity of G\-*ρG(f).
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This can be shown as follows: Formulas (2.10) and (2.15) can be also written as

^ = JJ- and ^ + =(iF) J -

where the orthogonality is defined by the pairing

Consider the induced pairing of Sf and ^ + . Corresponding homomorphisms
^ - * ( ^ + Γ and J>+-».S^_have ^ + and J as kernels. Therefore one can define
a pairing of SfjSf+ and J* + /J ί which separates^ points of both of these groups.
Since the group £f/^+ is compact and &+jSt is discrete this yields, by well
known theorem on duality for compact groups, the result (2.17).

In case the interaction is_invariant under a group of transformations of
I L , ^ / ^ + is isomorphic to ( J ^ / J ) ' also as a group-space. When ^ / ^ + is
finite it can be identified with J* + /^, but in general not as group-spaces.

3. Spin^ and Asano Contractions

The omitted proofs of the results described in this section are trivial modifications
of corresponding parts of [13] or of papers of the reference list of [13].

3.1. In the spin \ case 9C = <3. We consider only m.f.'s with values 0,1 and
identify them with corresponding subsets of IL. We write then σA instead of sA,
as in Section 2.2. In what follows it will be convenient to work with the slightly
generalized framework of Sections 1.1-1.4 which we now formulate.

Let ^ be a set, whose elements will be called bonds, and let there be given a
mapping Bh+σB from & to characters of 9£. Since the mapping A\->σA from
^-(EL) to 3C is bijective, for each BeSϋ there exists a unique finite subset B of IL
such that σB = σB.

One defines homomorphisms

and β->/? from &f(β) to ^ r ( L ) extending the mapping B\->B. Let

An interaction is a function from 0$ to real numbers. If K is an interaction
and λ is a real number then the interaction λK is defined by (λK)(B) = λK(B).
If K' is another interaction then K + K' is the interaction with the disjoint sum

and &P as the set of bonds, equal to X on J and to K on J".
Suppose now that both IL and M are finite and let K be an interaction with

as the set of bonds. The partition function is

and the so-called low temperature expansion (LTE) for Z reads
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Let

v θ _ y ΓT P-2K(B)

and define a polynomial M in the variables zm = (zB)Bsm by

Miz^Σβ.Γ^9

where zβ = Y\Beβ zB. Then

3.2. Let P be a complex polynomial in several variables which is of degree 1
with respect to each. That is there is a finite set $ and

Let &= (J t 38 { be a finite covering of J 1 and let Pi(z<%) = Σβcm cί,βzP b e a family
of polynomials. It is aid that P(z<%) is the Λsano contraction of (P^z^.)), if

Cβ— I [i ci,βn®i

We will say that the variable zB is contracted if B belongs to more than one of

Theorem (Ruelle [21]). Let P(z@) be the Λsano contraction of(Pi(zmJ) and let
for each Be^t a subset RiB of the complex plane be given which is closed and does
not contain 0 if zB is contracted.

Suppose that Pizm) is nonzero if zBφRitB, all Be^i. Then P(za) does not
vanish when zBφ - Y[i(-Ri)B) for all BG&; here for a finite sequence (Λf)"=1

of subsets ofC

3.3. Proposition([13] Section 2.2). M(z@) is the Asano contraction of{M{zmJ)

if and only if the subgroup of 3P{β) generated by [jiJfί coincides with J f (we write

then: [IJi^] = ̂ O

3.4. Let now IL be a v-dimensional lattice in the sense of Sec. 1.4 and let &
be a family of bonds as in Section 3.1. We assume that in addition to the mapping
B\->B there is defined another mapping #H>supp(F) from £fi to ^j(L)\{0}, and
that always

We also assume that $ is a Zv-set and that the actions of Z v on $ and IL commute
with both Bv->B and 2?H>supp(2?); this setup will be of use in Section 4 (cf. Section
4.4 for definitions).

Suppose now that 3$ is as above, that K is a Zv-invariant interaction with
bonds J* and that for any αelL

9 In contradistinction to [13, Section 2.2] here M depends not only on the family ό§ but also on the
mapping B\->B.
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Then for a finite subset A of ]L one defines

e x P

If (/I) is a Van Hove net then the limits

p= lim — l o g Z ^ p 0 ^ l im^-logZ°

A I 7 1 ! A \Λ\

exist and

for any fundamental family of bonds Sί0.

3.5. Let now IL and ^ be as in the preceding section and assume that $ has
a finite fundamental family. Let L o be a fundamental subfamily of IL. For a subset
ΛofZ v weset

Theorem. There exists a parallelepiped ΛOCΈV such that for any large enough
parallelepiped ΛcΈv

where {Λ.J are the translates ofΛ0 contained in A.
This is a special case of Theorem 1, §5 of [5]: Define a function s\0*f{β) -+Έv by

s(β)= {jBeβ{xe%v'wpv(τ_x(B)) intersects 1LO}

and consider the natural action of Έv on 0>f(β) and on itself. Abelian groups
can be always considered as Z-modules, in our case even Z2-modules, and it is
easy to see that since J*o is finite the Έ2lΈ

v~}-modulG 0>s(β) is a finite A [G] module,
A=Έ2,G = ΈV, in the sense of [5]. Now to get the needed result we can apply
Theorem 1, §5 of [5] to M = ̂ / ( J > ) , M o = Jf and the convenient family of [5, §6].

3.6. The correlation functions will be investigated with help of Proposition 1.3.
Therefore we need information on the change of the polynomials M(zm) under
suitable changes of the interaction, [13, Section 1.7]:

Suppose that Al9...,An€$ and let @' = 49v{Au ...,AJ. Let aί9...9an

be such that ΰ1=Ai and let &[ = VL^ {A^. Then Cfc{β') is generated by

K X }
The polynomials M(zaί) have especially simple structure when αt are minimal

subfamilies of Si that yield A{. Namely, consider a family α of bonds with the
property that Jf (α) is trivial; let A = δ and a =ocu{A}. Then, [13, Sec. 2.3],

a (1 + ZB) + (1 - ZA) Y\Bea (1 - ZB)] . (3.1)
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We will need the following property of M(za):
There exists a function δ-^ε(δ), δ,ε>0, such that \zA —1| <δ and \zB+1| >ε(δ%

Bea, imply that M{za)φO.
This follows readily from (3.1) and can be sharpened as follows.
Let D(λ) be the interior of the circle which is symmetric with respect to the

real axis and is passing through points (1— λ)(l-\-λ)~1 and ( l + ϊ ) ( l — λ)~ι.

Then M(zα,)ΦO if zΛeD(λ) and zBe -D (λ— j , 0<λ< 1.

3.7. If |α| = 2 then M{za)ΦO for zΛ real, 0^zA<l, and | z B |< l ,5eα.
This can be shown straightforward; cf. also [17] Theorem 1.3, and Lemma 1.4.

4. Analyticity and Uniqueness

4J. Reduced Pressure. LetlL be a v-dimensional lattice in the sense of Section 1.2
and let JL0 be a fundamental subset of IL. Let J* be the family of bonds of a spin

— system with an interaction K and with a finite fundamental family ^ 0 . For a

finite subset Λ of IL the partition function

ZΛ = Σxe%Λ e X P ΣBe*Λ K(B)sB(X)

where &Λ = {Be&l:suppBcΛ} will be written as

here 5^^ is the symmetry group of the subsystem in A defined as in (2.9).
It is not hard to see that the Van Hove limits

s°= l i m - i log | 5 ^ | , l i m i - Σ Be^Λm^K(B) (4.1)
Λ \Λ\ A \Λ\

exist, the second being equal to £ B e ^ 0 m^K(B). Therefore also exists

y=limi-
A VV\

and

p° will be called the reduced pressure.

4.2. To introduce the spin \ system on lLm corresponding to the system of the
preceding section we define first the bonds. For each Be@l we need such a family
Bm of bonds (in the sense of Section 3.1) of the spin \ system that

1 lαesupp(β) \°a, 1 + + σa, m) " = ΣjCeB™ σC

Let us therefore introduce for each (a, i, n)eΊLx {1,..., m} xN a variable Xa,i>n',
let Bm be the family of monomials of the polynomial

1 lαesupp(β) 1 [n=ί (^α,l,«+ •
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and let

The support is defined by

S U P P ( Π Xar, ir,nr)= {far, ZV)}, >

the action of Έv on @m by

τx(l[r Xar, ir, n) = = \\r % ar + x, ir, nr

and B\-+B by

where £ , means addition in the group ^(L m ) . We define an interaction Km of
spin^ system:

Km(C) = K(B) if CeBm

and an interaction Rm with {(α, i% (aJ):aeJL, ίj= 1,..., m} as the set of bonds and
(1.5) as the coefficients.

4.3. The reduced pressures of the original and the spin \ systems are related
as follows:

p°(K) = mp°(Km + Rm). (4.2)

This follows from (1.4) and the following observations: £f A and £f Λm are of the
same cardinality since, due to the interaction Rm, in every configuration of 9*Am
the spins at (a9 r) and (a, s) are aligned; |Bm | = m | β | and \Λm\ =m\Λ\.

4.4. From now on we assume that (Jfle«aSupp(β)=IL Otherwise, as is seen
from the definition of equilibrium state, one can factor out the zero-interaction
state on l L \ I J β e ^ supp(J3).

We note that the bonds of Rm are in @Γ. More precisely, for any (α, z)eILm, i <m,
there exist CuC2e^m such that

{(aJl(aJ + l)}. (4:3)

For, let Beffl be such that αesupp(l?) and consider, for instance,

^1—Λa,i,l lln=2 Λa, l,n[ l b e s u p p ( β ) 1 [n= 1 Λb, ί,n

Γ — Y V\B(a) Y ΓT TΊB(b) Y
^ 2 ~ A α , i + 1 , 1 l l n = 2 Λa,l,n [ [besupp(B) [ [n= 1 Λ b, l,n

b Φ α

then (5.3) holds. __
We also note that if A is such an m.f. that i e J then
For it is seen from the definitions of Am and C\->C, CeAm, that if A = A2 + A1

(in the sense that A(a) = Ax{a) + A2{a), all aeΊL) then A^CA^ + A^. If we now
define Aί(a)= 1 if A(a) is odd and 0 otherwise, then A2(a) = A(a) — A^a) is an even,
non-negative integer and A = A1+A2. Since, as noted above, {(a, i\ (ak ί + l)}e
W, Ά%dW. It is also clear that A^W
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4.5. Theorem10. Let JL, £fi, ^0 be as in Section 4.1. Then there exist positive
numbers rB, Beέ%0, such that

(a) there exists a function f of complex variables z@0 = (zB)Be!%0, analytic in the
polydisc \zB\ <rB such that for any interaction K with bonds έ%

ifexp-2K(B)<rB;
(b) if Qxp —2K(B) <rB then for each mf A such that i e f , ρ(sA) has the same

value for all ρeA^, and ρ(sA) extend to an analytic function of the variables z@0

as in (a) (for definitions of A and 0$ cf. (2.6) and following text).
We consider first the spin \ case.
Let MΛ(z@0) be the polynomial in the variables z@Q obtained from M(z@Λ)

by substitution zB,Be^t0, for each zB>, B'e^Λ, for which B' is congruent with B.
Since

and MΛ has non-negative coefficients, to be able to apply the Lee-Yang method 1 1

it is enough to find a van Hove net Aa such that MΛoc(z<%0) =t= 0 if \zB\ <rB.By Proposi-
tion 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, there exists a parallelepiped AocΈv such that for each
large enough parallelepiped A in Έv, M(zm^) is the Asano contraction of
(M(zmΛvLn)\ where {A J are the translates of Ao that are contained in A. M(zm^
is a polynomial with free term equal to 1. Therefore it is non-zero if all its arguments
are small enough, say \zB\<r. On the other hand each Be& is contained in no
more than \A0\ of { J » . Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, M ( z ^ o ) + 0 if \zB\<rlΛ°ι, Be
g#A°. This yields the required property of MΛ\zm^.

To prove (b), again in the spin \ case, we consider an interaction K' with
one-element family {,4} of fundamental bonds and such that Ae$. We fix ae^f(^)
such that ά = A and such that no subset of α has this property. If Ce^(K') then
by ac we denote the translate of α that yields C and we set ac = α c u {C}. For A ClL,
we set

Since X(β'A) is generated by C/f{βA) and {ac:acC^Λ} (Section 3.5), M{z^J
is the Asano contraction of M(z@J and (M(zα,c))αcC <%Λ (Proposition 33). On the
other hand, for each δ>0 there exists ε((5) such that \zc— l\<δ and | z β + l | > ε ,
5 e α c , implies that M(zαfc) φθ, all Ced(K!) (Section 3.6). The variables zc are
not contracted in passing from M(z@J and (M(zαfc))c to M(z^Λ). Therefore, by
Theorem 3.2, if M(z^J + 0 for \zB\<rB then M ( z ^ ) Φ θ for | z β | < r β ( l - ε ) | α c |
and \zc— 1| <δ; here the power |α c | is due to the fact that a bond of J* can appear
in at most |α c | of αc's.

1 0 Cf. [13] in the case of spin^ regular systems in Έv. Ref. [20] containes a remark that the results
of [13] refer only to systems with even bonds. This, and some of the claims of generalizations, seems
to result from overlooking Section 2.5 of [13] and of the need of a result like Theorem 3.5.
1 1 See [11, p. I l l ] (also [13, Section 2.4]). The multivariable version of the Vitali theorem can be
found in [18]. We don't have a reference for corresponding generalization of the Hurwitz's theorem
but it is not hard to see that it holds.
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Let us now take A of the type P 1 Q where P is a large enough parallelepiped
in Έ\ By the first part of the proof M(z@J Φ 0 if \zB\ < rB(rB = rlΛ°ι there) and, by the
argument above, the polynomial MA(z@b) if the variables zmb = (z@bzA) obtained
f r o m M(z^Λ) a s MΛ(z@0) f r o m M(z@Λ) is n o n - z e r o if \zB\<rB (l — ε ) ^ \
\zA-l\<δ.

It is clear that

differs from Z°A(K + K') in a way that does not affect the thermodynamic limit.
Therefore we conclude that for each δ>0 there exists ε(<5)>0,ε(δ)-+Q as <5->0,
and a function fδ of the complex variables zmb analytic in the polydisc
\zB\<rB'(l-ε)M,Be@o,\zA-l\<ε and such that

Now Proposition 1.3 shows that (b) holds in the regions exp — 2K(B)<rB-
(1 — ε(<5))'α '̂, δ varied. Letting δ-+0 concludes the proof in the spin \ case.

The above statements about the existence and properties of fδ remain true,
with obvious modifications, in case K' is any interaction with a finite fundamental
family of bonds and such that &(K') C Έ{K). Hence the (α)-part of the theorem
for higher spins can be proved by reference to (4.2) and by noting that, because of
(4.3) and Section 3.7, the polydisc of analyticity of p°(Km + Rm) in the variables
z@o{K™}, R

m real, is the same as the one of p°(Km). The method of the proof of b)
in the spin \ case when applied to p°{Km + Rm + λK™) yields (b) for general spin;
one has to use the fact that Έ^tW (Section 4.2).

4.6. Corollary. For any ferromagnetic, finite range interaction system on a
lattice the entropy is the same for all translation invariant equilibrium states at low
enough temperature and has s° (cf. (4.1)) as the zero-temperature limit.

This can be proved as Proposition 2.6 of [13].

4.7. Remarks, (a) If IL = ZV then s° = log2 when J is trivial and s° = 0 other-
wise. In general 0^s°^ log2. It seems that is always a multiple of IILQΓ 1 X log2.

(b) After [13] was published, I came across the paper [9] by Leff where the
entropy of ferromagnetic spin \ systems at low temperatures is discussed. In [9]
it is not assumed that the interaction is of a finite range; the assumption that
nearest neighbours interact is not essential: the one-dimensional Ising system
used for estimates in [9] can be replaced by trivial systems in the sense of [13,
Section 3.5]. However, in [9] a different definition of the entropy is employed
making hard a comparison with Corollary 4.6.

(c) It can be shown that s° is the entropy of the state defined as follows: it is
the image of the Haar measure on ίf under the mapping <f^?£ defined by

In case of spin \ systems £P-*9£ is the inclusion mapping.
(d) From (2.11) and Theorem 4.5 one deduces the following about the zero-

temperature limit of invariant equilibrium states:
The limit points of invariant equilibrium states as T-»0 are £f+ -invariant

measures on 3C concentrated (in the spin \ case) on Sf. For example, lim ρ+ is the
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Haar measure oi ίf+, and lim ρ+ is the Haar measure of ίf. Here implicit is the
τ->o

fact that for low enough temperatures the group ^ + is temperature independent
[cf. Section 7.6(b)]. For higher spin systems one has to consider the image measures
in 9C as in (c).

4.8. We now summarize the results obtained so far. Combining Theorems
4.5 and 2.3 we get the following picture.

For any ferromagnetic, finite range interaction the invariant equilibrium
states are at low enough temperature described by Zv-invariant measures on the
compact group £f/^+ with ergodic__states corresponding to ergodic measures.
Since ^/y+ is the dual group of J*+/J* (Section 2.4) and $ is temperature in-
dependent and defined directly in terms of the interaction the problem is in a
sense reduced to finding ^ + . This is discussed in the next section.

5. Examples. Systems in Έv

5.1. Suppose that the ferromagnetic finite range interaction on a lattice IL has
only even bonds, as in the case of

- Σ Λ A 2 , JΛ>o (6 i)

Then $ is trivial and therefore £f = $. It is also not hard to see, directly from (1.2),
that any equilibrium state is ^-invariant. This yields ^ = ̂ + and the conclusion
that for such systems there is only one invariant equilibrium state for low enough
temperatures.

In the case of spin 1 systems with interaction (6.1) the invariant equilibrium
state is unique at all temperatures: the energy when written in terms of spin \
variables σal, σα 2 takes the form

= 4 Σa, b (Ja, b + Ja, b^a + h, b*b + Λ,, *Vft)

where τa

 = σa,iσa,2τb = σb,iσb,2l i e it has the same structure as ferromagnetic,
spin 2, two-body interaction with an external field. This remark can be developed
into a proof (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.5).

5.2. A slightly larger family than that of Section 5.1 is formed by trivial systems.
These are systems for which $ is generated by translates of one of its elements.

In this case the invariant equilibrium state is again unique at low tempera-
tures. In case of spin \ systems one has uniqueness for all temperaturs [13].

5.3. If IL splits into more than one ^-component [13, Section 4.9]:

1L= UΛ
and £fh 5^+ are the corresponding groups then

and the action of Έv on <¥/<¥+ is reduced to the action on {LJ and
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5.4. Interactions of the Type

- Lua,b Ja,bSaSb > Jab>®

on Έv. By Section 5.3 it is enough to consider the case when Έv is connected with
respect to the interaction. Then [13, Section 4.9] «# is the family of all finite, even
subsets of Έv and hence ^ has just two elements £, F:

E β = l , F β = - l , all aeΈ\

On the other hand, by Section 5.6, ΊJF=0>f(Έv) which implies that 5f+ = {E}.
Thus £f/6f+ has two elements, both of them invariant under Έv. It follows that
there are exactly two ergodic states at low enough temperatures.

The same holds for interaction of the type

- Σα. b. A J& b, A)sasbsA - ΣB J(B), J > 0

with even m.f.'s A, B, provided Έv is connected with respect to the family

{{α, b}\ there exists A such that J(a, b9 A) + 0}.

5.5. Ferromagnetic interaction of the type

- YJAJ{A)SA- ΣaJasa

leads to a unique invariant equilibrium state at low temperatures since in this
case $ = &>f(JL). Similarly for any ferromagnetic interaction with 08 = 0>f(JL), as
for instance

Σa,bJ(a, b)sasb- Σa,b,c J(a, b, c)sasbsc

5.6. The inequalities (1.9) and (1.8) imply that for a system of arbitrary spin
&+ at low temperatures is the same as for spin \ system with bonds

This allows the results of [6] to extend as described below; for completeness we
repeat the definitions from [6].

One defines in the abelian group έPf(Έv) a ring structure by setting

the sum Σ is taken here in gPf(Έv) and a + b in Zv. The mapping

Av-> characteristic function of A

gives an isomorphism of this ring, in fact an algebra over the field F 2 = {0,l},
with the group algebra F 2 [ Z V ] . We write F 2 [Z V ] instead of 0>f{Έv) when con-
sidering this ring structure.

Let Xl9..., Xv be the elements of F 2 [ Z V ] corresponding to the elements of
the natural basis of Έv:

For aeΈv we set
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Each element of F 2 [ Z V ] can be written as

and, under the above identification o fF 2 [Z v ] and ^f{Έvl (6.2) is identified with A.
As is easy to see, Xa,aeΈv, are the only invertible elements (units) ofF 2 [2£ v ];
multiplication by Xa leads to the translation by a of the corresponding subset
of Έv. The subalgebra o f F 2 [ Z v ] generated by Xί9...,Xv is isomorphic to the
algebraF 2 [X 1 ? . . . , Xv] of polynomials in v variables overF 2 . Since each element
of F 2 [ X 1 ? ...,XV] admits unique facorization into prime elements and each
element of F2[2£v] after multiplication by a unit is in F 2 [ X l 5 . . . , X V ] ,F 2 [Z V ]
has also the unique factorization property. It follows that for any family of elements
of F 2 [ Z V ] there is a unique up to a Xα-factor greatest common divisor.

An element A of F 2 [ Z V ] will be called regular if there exist a,aί, . . . ,α v eZ v

and polynomials Pί,..., Pv in one variable such that

A = XaP1{Xaι)...Pv{Xa"),

and Xa\...Xav (together with their inverses) generate F 2 [ Z V ] . If α£ = {(δy)}=1}
this amounts to saying that A factorizes into cartesian product of subsets of TL.
S&> or the system, is called regular if $ contains a regular element.

Theorem. Suppose that & is regular. Then for low enough temperatures &+ is
the principal ideal (D) o / F 2 [ Z v ] generated by a greatest common divisor (g.c.d.)

In other words, &+ is the smallest ^-invariant subgroup of ^f(Έv) that
contains D. As in [6], it is natural to conjecture that the theorem holds without
the regularity assumption. We illustrate the theorem by showing that in the
example of Section 5.4 @J+ =^f(Έv) at low enough temperatures, and by applying
it in Section 5.8; further examples and a discussion can be found in [6].

Suppose that $ consists of all finite, even subsets of Έ. Then $1 contains
1 + Z 1 ? . . . , 1+XV. Itjollows that the interaction is regular and that D=\ is
a g.c.d. By Theorem J>+ = F 2 [ Z V ] 1 - F 2 [ Z V ] ( = ^ / (Z V )) .

5J. If, in the setup of the preceding section, D is a g.c.d. for ^ , then, as far as
the problem of determination of £f j£f+ is concerned, we can in the spin \ case
pass to a system with bonds Si':

After this reduction

and, see [6, Remark],

Therefore, the following yields a criterion of the finiteness of the number of ergodic
equilibrium states at low temperatures in general.

£f is finite if and only if there exist n l 5 . . .,n veZ such that {0, nγe^\,..., {0,n/ v}eJ.
(Here eu ..., ev can be replaced by any family of v linearly independent elements
ofZv.)
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Finiteness of 9> is equivalent to the finiteness of ^f(Έv)/^. If {0, rc^},...,
{0,nvev}e$ then, obviously, each element of ^f(Έv) is congruent modJ* with a
subset of [0,(n1 — X)e{\x...x\Q,(nv— l)e v]; this shows that our condition is
sufficient. Suppose now that g?f(Zv)/$ is finite. Then there exist a finite subfamily,
say si, of ^ r(Z v)_with the property that for any Ce0>f(Zv) there_exists Aest
such that C + Ae@. Let therefore Anεsi be such that {nex}+Aneβi,neΈ. Since
si is finite An, = An., for some n'Φn". It follows that {w'el5 n

tfeί}ε& and, by in-
variance under translations, also {0,(ri — rif)eί}ε&. Repeating the same with
e 2 ? . . ., ev

 w e β e t that our condition is also a necessary one.

An alternative formulation of the criterion: ^ is finite iff 3& contains a set of
the form {(0, a): a running through a v-dimensional sublattice of Έv}.

It can be shown that if, in a reduced case, the above condition is not satisfied
then the system admits infinitely many ergodic states at low enough temperature.

5.8. In this section we consider in some detail factorizable models: models
on Έv such that M is generated by polynomials in one variable. For any factorizable
model there exist P 1 ? ..., P v e F 2 [ ^ ] such that the ideal $ of F 2 [ Z V ] is generated
by P^Xi),..., PV(XV). The Ising model in v dimensions is of this type with P{(X) =

It is plain that if at least two of {Pf} are non-zero then the g.c.d. is a unit.
Therefore by Theorem 5.6, in such a case ^ =0>f(Zv) and hence 9>ISf+ £<$*.
Moreover, if some of {PJ vanish then (cf. Section 5.3) the problem reduces to a
similar one in a lower dimension with all of the polynomials non-zero, and it is
not hard to see that one has continuously many ergodic equilibrium states at low
tempreatures, cf. [14]. If all of the polynomials are zero, or only one of them is
non-vanishing, we are in a situation described in Section 5.1 and 5.2 with unique
invariant equilibrium state at low temperatures.

We identify restrictions of the configurations to straight lines parallel to the
coordinate axes with the configurations of one-dimensional systems. We then
note that Xε£^(Pu ...,PV) if and only if for each line parallel to i-th axis the
restriction is in £f(Pi),i=l9..., v. We therefore begin with the case of v = l ; we
write P(X) instead of Pι{X\) and B for the corresponding bond.

(Xa)aez ^ in Sf{F) if and only if

Π * e B * α + *=l,Vfl6Z (6.3)

If P = 0 , i.e. B = 0 then Sf = 3C Otherwise we can choose P = £ b e β Xb to be

i = 0,l, (6-4)

and it is clear that the coordinates Xa,a=l, ...,/?, of Xe^ can be chosen ar-
bitrarily with all the other determined by Condition (6.3); we could identify the
group ^ with ^i,...^}. It follows in particular that Card (<9?) = 2P. The action of
TL on Sf(P) depends on P in a more subtle way than the cardinality of £f, as the
examples below demonstrate.

Let P(X) = l+X + X2 + ...+Xp. Then, as follows from (6.2) X = (Xa)e£f
iff it is periodic with period p+ 1, i.e.
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andZ acts on £f a sΈ p + 1 . 1 2 If p + 1 is a prime member, as in the case of 1 + X + X2 +
X 3 + X4, there are no nontrivial subgroups of Έp + 1 and hence the orbits of Έ
have either 1 or p + 1 elements. Since, as is not hard to see, for p prime E(Ea = 1, Ma)
is the only Z-invariant element of ^ there are exactly

orbits in this case.
In a similar way, if P(X) = 1 + Xp, p prime, one can see that there are

orbits, two one-element and the rest of p elements.
For P(X) = 1 + X + XA one can see by inspection that there is an element X

of £f containing the interval

It follows that the orbit of X is of fifteen elements. Since Card (£f) = 24= 16 there
are only two orbits: {£}, Orbit (X).

Similarly, there are only two orbits in the case of P(X)=1 + X + X3. This
can be seen by drawing any element of £f different from E. We will deduce it from
the following fact, proof of which is omitted:

If Έ acts on £P as Έn and if P is a prime polynomial then n is a divisor of2p— 1.
To apply this to our polynomial we observe that were it not prime it would

have 1+X as a factor, which is impossible since P(l)=t=0. Therefore, n is a divisor
of 2 3 - 1 = 7 and hence n = l. Since Card (ί$*) = 2 3 = 8, there are only two orbits:
{£} and one of seven elements. In the same way we prove that there are only two
orbits for such prime P for which 2 P - 1 is prime, as for instance in the case of

Ί

We now pass to the general case and we consider a system in Έ with none of
P 1 ? . . . , Pv equal to zero. Let all the polynomials be chosen in the form (6.4), and
let pi be the degree of Ph i= 1,..., v. We first note that, as is not hard to see, if Έ
acts on ^ ( P t ) as Έn. then T acts on ίf{Pγ...., Pv) as Z n ix...xZΠ v . The discussion
of the number of elements of Sf{F) shows that &{P19 ..., Pv) is of 2Pί -Pv elements;
this also gives a majorization of the number of ergodic equilibrium states at low
temperatures. For some models more precise information is deduced from our
discussion of one-dimensional systems:

1. Let P 2 = ... = P V = 1 + X . Then S?(Pl9... Pv) can be identified with ^ ( P ^ ,
with T acting on ^ as ZΠ1. For P 1 = l + I + I 2 + . . . + I p , p + l prime, we are
getting exactly

ergodic equilibrium states at low temperatures, one mixing (ρ+) and the others with
(p+ l)-element supports in S(Δ).

2. P 2 , . . . , P V as above, P1 = l+Xp,p prime, yield 2 + (2p-2)/p ergodic equi-
librium states at low temperatures, two of them (ρ+ and ρ~) mixing. The rest
have p extremal equilibrium states in the decomposition.

1 2 We say that Έv acts on £f as G if G is the quotient group of Έv by the subgroup of these elements
of Έv that act trivially on &>.
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3. P 2 , ...,PV as above, Pί = l+X + X4", two ergodic equilibrium states at
low temperatures, one mixing, the other one decomposing into a combination
of fifteen extremals.

4. P 2 , . . . ,P V as above, P^l+X + X3 or Pt(X)=l+X + X\ again two
ergodic equilibrium states at low temperatures.

5. v = 2,Pί(X)=l+X + X2 + ...+Xp,P2 = l+X + X2 + ...+Xq, with p + 1
and q + 1 prime similiarly we could consider the case of P^X) = l+X + X2 + ...+

If pφq the only nontrivial subgroups of Έp+ιxΈq+1 are Έp+ιx{0} and
{0} x Έp+1. On the other hand, it is not hard to see that E is the only {0}xΈq+1-
orΈp+ix {0} - invariant element of Sf. It follows that there are

ergodic equilibrium states at low temperatures, one mixing (ρ+) and the rest with
(p+ί){q +1) - element supports in S(Δ).

lΐp = q there are altogether

orbits of TL2 in Sf^ and therefore as much ergodic equilibrium states at low temp-
eratures. Of these one is mixing, p(2p— l)/(p+1) have (p+1) - element supports
in S(Δ) and the rest is of (p+1) - element supports13.

One can combine the other one-dimensional examples in a similar way.

6. Remarks

6.1. The description of A+ given in Theorem 2.3, and presumably also Theorem
5.6, generalizes to continuous spin systems with se[—1,1]. But an analogue
of the Uniqueness Theorem 4.5 is lacking here.

6.2. An extension of a method of Lebowitz and Penrose [16] allows us to
prove a clustering property of invariant equilibrium states in the region described
in Theorem4.5: if A,Be$ then ρ(sA + asB)-ρ(sA)ρ(sB) = O(e~x]a) for suitable
x > 0, x increasing with the inverse temperature.

In fact one obtains much more precise information about the clustering
properties (results for spin \ case were obtained and reported by the present
author in Spring 1973 at Ecole Polytechnique in Paris).

6.3. If one applies a version of the present method to investigate systems at
high temperatures one gets uniqueness (part (b) of Theorem 4.5) for all m.f.'s A
and the interaction need not be ferromagnetic: for high temperatures the variables
are zB = thK(B) which are small for small \K(B)\. If one changes the interaction
as in Proposition 1.3 then, for any m.f. A the additional terms contain a factor
thλ which is mall for small λ. For low temperatures for A$8S one would get
additional terms of the form exp — 2λ which are close to 1 for small λ.

1 3 It follows from the text that all the ratios of integers in this section have integral values. This
refers in particular to (2P- l)/(p+l) and [2p 2 + 2 p - 2 ] / ( p + l ) , p+1-prime. The fact that, for prime
p + 1 , 2p2 + 2p — 2 = 0 (mod p2) is an amusing corollary of our analysis.
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6.4. The version of the present approach sketched in [13, Section 4.10 (b)
gives uniqueness of the invariant equilibrium state in the situations covered by
Suzuki and Fisher [2], Theorem 1.

6.5. Estimations of Section 3.6 yield some analyticity and uniqueness for a
class of interactions of infinite range, but it is not clear if the domain of analyticity
includes in all these cases the low temperature region.

6.6. This paper suggests several problems,
(a) Is it true that for all temperatures

or, equivalently, do all invariant equilibrium states, at fixed temperatures, agree
on {SA:ΛGM}Ί In this form the question makes sense for non-ferromagnetic
systems too.

Let 9Ϊ(X) be the subalgebra of 31 = #(#•) generated by {sB:Be@(K)}. An
alternative form of the above problem is: do all invariant equilibrium states at
fixed temperature agree on 9I(K)?

For spin ^3t(£) is exactly the linear span of {sA:Άe$}. But it is not hard to
find examples for higher spin where the linear span of {sA:Ae$}is strictly larger
than 3l(K).

(b) A1 is determined by &+. On the other hand some information on J +

can be obtained by pure algebra.JFor instance, in the case of the regular systems
of Section 5.6 one can show that &+ can change at a finite number of points only;
this holds presumably in general. That means that, when the temperature is
varied, one can parametrize the equilibrium states, in a sense, in a piecewise
continuous fashion. It would be helpful to have a good hypothesis on how &+

changes with temperature, which elements of 0j-(Ev) appear in &+ first when the
temperature is lowered; for high temperatures W^ = $ as follows from the uniquess
of the equilibrium state.

(c) Problems connected with the results of [6] will be formulated in a paper
containing proofs of these results. We mention here only one_: is it true that models
with external field, or, more generally, such models that 3d is a principal ideal,
have unique invariant equilibrium state at all temperatures?

(d) It can be shown that all spin \ models on Έ with two fundamental bonds
are self-dual. On the other hand, it is easy to find examples of such models with
a large number of phases at low temperatures (cί Section 5.8), and even with a
large number of ideals intermediate between J^+ and @&. Do all these phases
appear at the same temperature given by Kramers-Wannier argument?
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Note Added in Proof. A proof of a strengthened version of Theorem 5.6 is contained in [24];
the regularity assumption is not needed if g.c.d. &=1 (as in examples of Sect. 5.8.).






